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Statistical approach in nuclear reactions: 

conception of equilibrium

Intermediate energy collisions Preequlibrium emission 

+ equilibration 

evaporation fission multifragmentation

Compound-nucleus decay channels 

(sequential evaporation or fission) 

dominate at low excitation energy 

of thermal sources E*<2-3 MeV/nucl

At high excitation energy 

E*>3-4 MeV/nucl there is a 

simultaneous break-up into 

many fragments 

N.Bohr (1936)

N.Bohr, J.Wheeler (1939)

V.Weisskopf (1937)

starting 1980-th :



“If it were possible to experiment with neutrons or protons of

energies above a hundred million volts, several charged or uncharged

particles would eventually leave the nucleus as a result

of the encounter; with particles of energies of about a thousand

million volts, we must even be prepared for the collision to lead

to an explosion of the whole nucleus”

Niels Bohr, Nature 137 ( 1936) 351

Experimental evidences of multifragmentation:

induced by hadrons: N.A.Perfilov, O.V.Lozhkin, V.I.Ostroumov (1962)

by heavy ions: B.Jakobsson et al., Z.Phys. A307 (1982) 293

Statistical theories:

J.Randrup, S.E.Koonin (since 1981)

D.H.E.Gross (1982)

J.Bondorf, I.N.Mishustin, C.Pethick (1983)



Development of the statistical multifragmentation model (SMM)

application to description of hadron-nucleus reactions of high energy:

A.S.Botvina, A.S.Iljinov, I.N.Mishustin, JETP Lett. 42 (1985) 572

A.S.Botvina, A.S.Iljinov, I.N.Mishustin, Sov. J. Nucl. Phys. 42 (1985) 712

J.P.Bondorf, A.S.Botvina, A.S.Iljinov, I.N.Mishustin, K.Sneppen,

Phys. Rep. 257 (1995) 133 ( >400 citations according to ISI Web)

J.P.Bondorf, R.Donangelo, I.N.Mishustin, C.J.Pethick, H.Schulz, K.Sneppen,

Nucl. Phys. A443 (1985) 321

A.S.Botvina, A.S.Iljinov, I.N.Mishustin, J.Bondorf, R.Donangelo, K.Sneppen, 

Nucl. Phys. A475 (1987) 663

A.S.Botvina, A.S.Iljinov, I.N.Mishustin, Nucl. Phys. A507 (1990) 649
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Equation of State of nuclear matter at subnuclear densities. 

related nuclear process: 

thermal multifragmentation of nuclei

Production of hot fragments at 

temperature  T ~ 3---8 MeV     and 

density          ρ ~ 0.1 ρ0 (ρ0≈0.15 fm-3) 

Interpretation: liquid-gas phase transition 

in finite nuclei. Investigation of properties 

of fragments surrounded by nuclear 

species.



break-up Multifragmentation barriers 
of excited finite nuclei

Simultaneous  break-up is seen 
in dynamical calculations



Statistical Multifragmentation Model (SMM)

IMF

IMF

IMFHR
α

Ensemble of nucleons and fragments

in thermal equilibrium characterized by 

neutron number    N
0  

proton number      Z
0 

,  N
0
+Z

0
=A

0

excitation energy  E*=E
0
-E

CN

break-up volume   V=(1+κ)V
0

All break-up channels are enumerated by the sets 

of fragment multiplicities or partitions,  f={N
AZ

}

J.P.Bondorf, A.S.Botvina, A.S.Iljinov, I.N.Mishustin, K.Sneppen, Phys. Rep. 257 (1995) 133 

n
p

Statistical distribution of probabilities: W
f 
~ exp {S

f 
(A

0
, Z

0
, E*,V)}

under conditions of baryon number (A), electric charge (Z) and energy 

(E*) conservation, including compound nucleus.



mass and charge

conservation

entropy of channel: Energy conservation:

Fragments obey Boltzmann statistics, liquid-drop description of individual fragments, 

Coulomb interaction in the Wigner-Seitz approximation

free energy of channel:

individual fragments:



S
/A

T, MeV

A0=220, Z0=86

compound

κ=1.0

κ=0.1

A.S.Botvina, A.S.Iljinov, and I.N. Mishustin

Sov.J.Nucl.Phys. v.42, 712 (1985)

Onset of multifragmentation at high temperature



evolution of the mass distribution of fragments with excitation energy

J.P.Bondorf et al., 

Phys. Rep. 257 (1995) 133 



compound probability
fragment multiplicity + caloric curve

multiplicity distributions

contributions to

total energy



Multifragmentation in intermediate 

and high energy nuclear reactions

Experimentally established: 1) few stages of reactions leading to multifragmentation, 

2) short time ~100fm/c for primary fragment production, 3) freeze-out density is 

around 0.1ρ0 , 4) high degree of equilibration at the freeze-out, 5) primary fragments 

are hot. 



Nucl. Phys. A507(1990)649

Residual nuclei after Intranuclear cascade calculations

INC

INC + trawling INC+trawling+preequilibrium

INC+preequilibrium



Dynamical stage of the reactions

QMD

INC

masses and excitation energies of thermal sources:

A0

W%



Time scale of the thermal multifragmentation

ISIS collaboration

π-(8GeV/c)+Au

velocity correlations of fragments

L.Beaulieu et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 84, 5971 (2000)



Time scale of the thermal multifragmentation FASA

p(8.1 GeV) + Au

collaborationangle correlations of fragments



Nuclear caloric curve

Predicted in 1985 within the SMM
Bondorf, Donangelo, Mishustin, Schulz

NPA 444 (1985) 460

Experimental result in 1995
Pochodzalla and ALADIN collaboration,  

PRL 75 (1995) 1040



MULTICS

Au(35MeV/N)+Au, peripheral

M.D'Agostino et al., Nucl.Phys. A650 (1999) 329

2 MeV/n

5 MeV/n



ALADIN data

multifragmentation of

relativistic projectiles

GSI

A.S.Botvina et al.,

Nucl.Phys. A584(1995)737

H.Xi et al., 

Z.Phys. A359(1997)397

comparison with

SMM (statistical 

multifragmentation

model)

Statistical equilibrium

has been reached in 

these reactions



barz_NPA93.pdf

BUU dynamics in projectile: Au (600 MeV/n) + Cu

Coupled to describe ALADIN
data with statistical model of 

multifragmentation



EOS



EOS



INDRA



MINIBALL + MULTICS



MINIBALL + MULTICS



FASA



FRS @ GSIexperiment: J.R.Grover, Phys.Rev. 126(1962)1540

S.Kaufman et al., Phys.Rev. C14(1976)1121

INC+SMM

INC+evap/fis

INC+SMM

INC+evap/fis



Multifragmentation versus sequential evaporation

ISIS ALADINπ-(8GeV/c)+Au Au(600MeV/n)+Cu

SMM:



Multifragmentation versus sequential evaporation

ISIS ALADIN

:

Au (600 MeV/n) +X.π-(8GeV/c)+Au





The surface (B0) and symmetry (γ) energy coefficients

in the multifragmentation scenario

Fsym = γ·(N-Z)2/A

Fsuf = B0f(T)A2/3



γ
(M

e
V

)

b/b
max

12
C + 

112,124
Sn

ALADIN: 12C+ 112,124Sn       A.Le Fevre et al., Phys.Rev.Lett 94(2005)162701

Esym=γ(A-2Z)2/A

Evolution symmetry energy toward multifragmentation

(by analyzing the isoscaling phenomenon)



Isoscaling and coefficient γ
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α·T ≈ -4γ (Z1
2/A1
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2/A2

2)S(N)=Y(S(N)=Y(S(N)=Y(S(N)=Y(124SnSnSnSn)/Y()/Y()/Y()/Y(112SnSnSnSn)=C)=C)=C)=C·expexpexpexp(N(N(N(N·α+Z+Z+Z+Z·β))))

ALADIN: 12C+ 112,124Sn       A.Le Fevre et al., Phys.Rev.Lett 94, 162701 (2005)



N
/Z

FRS experiment
238

U + Pb
238

U + Ti

SMM hot fragments
cold fragments

1 stable nuclei

1

2 EPAX

2

γ=25
γ=15

Z

1AGeV

A

25AMeV

γ=25

γ=15

Z
/A

The symmetry energy coefficient γ and isospin of fragments

G.Souliotis et al., PRC75(2007)011601A.S.Botvina et al., PRC72(2005)048801

Esym=γ(A-2Z)2/A



J.Iglio et al.  PRC74, 024605 (2006)

G.A.Souliotis et al., PRC75, 011601 (2007)

Isotope Distributions



Fsuf = B0((Tc
2-T2)/(Tc

2+T2))5/4A2/3
Fsym = γ·(N-Z)2/A

One can distinguish effects of the surface and symmetry energies since 

the charge yield of fragments is very sensitive to the surface: 

A.S.Botvina et al., PRC74(2006)044609



Properties of hot fragments: the surface energy term B0
Z-τ analysis of IMF yields

B0 = 18 MeV

Z
bound

/ Z
0
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A.S.Botvina et al., PRC74(2006)044609

projectiles with different isospin

ALADIN

SMM
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Evolution of the surface energy toward multifragmentation

• We have found the isospin independence 
of the surface energy, that is equivalent to 
the surface independence of the symmetry 
energy. 

for single isolated nuclei:

C -- Cameron mass formula (1957)

MS -- Myers-Swiatecki mass formula (1966)

(include separate volume and surface

contributions to the symmetry energy)

We analyze all available observables: 
distributions of IMF , Zmax , T , ... vs Zbound ,  
and involve additionally new τ - observables 
for each projectile (Xe, Au, U)



Multifragmentation of nuclei is fast decay process taking place in all reactions where 

high excitation energy is reached. It dominates over sequential evaporation and fission 

which are usual at low energy.

Conclusions on nuclear multifragmentation: 

Multifragmentation can be interpreted as a manifestation of the liquid-gas type phase 

transition in finite nuclei, and it allows for investigating the phase diagram of nuclear 

matter. In particular, one can investigate properties of hot nuclei/fragments surrounded 

by other nuclear species. 

Multifragmentation takes as much as 10-15% of the total cross section in high energy 

hadron nucleus reactions, and much more for high energy nucleus-nucleus collisions. It 

must be included in hybrid calculations of particle transport in complex matter: nuclear 

transmutation (environment studies), electro-nuclear breeding (new methods of energy 

production), proton and ion therapy (medical research), radiation protection of space 

detectors (space research). Multifragmentation can be the dominating channel for 

production of some particular isotopes. 



1) Excited residuals produced after initial dynamical stage should be investigated 

in details. Their distributions in mass number, excitation energy and isospin are of

primary importance for the following statistical fragment production mechanisms:  

evaporation, fission, multifragmentation. 

Outlooks for description of spallation reactions: 

It is necessary to find out how the 
distribution of residuals evolve with beam 
energy, target, projectile. This should be 
combined experimental + theoretical 
studies. Without this knowledge the 
secondary stages responsible for fragment 
production can not give precise answer. 

Example of residuals extracted for ALADIN 
Au(600MeV/n)+Au  peripheral collisions



2) Intermediate mass fragments (IMF) are predominantly produced at high 

excitation energies of residuals. Therefore, they can be used for investigation 

of the high energy limit for these residuals. This also can help to understand 

what parameters have residuals at low and intermediate (1-4 MeV/n) energies, 

since their transformation in (A,Z)-Ex plane is continuous. 

Outlooks for description of spallation reactions: 

3) Transition from sequential evaporation/fission to fast simultaneous
multifragmentation (at 2-4 MeV/nucleon) must be investigated in details: 
This would allow for fixing parameters of statistical models

4) Future of fragmentation reactions is isotope measurements and fragment 
correlations. These data improve considerably our knowledge about reaction 
mechanisms. Whereas inclusive data do not always allow for unambiguous 
interpretation. 



System- A0, Z0, E0, V
Ensemble of partitions {f: NAZ,  1≤A≤A0, 0 ≤Z≤ Z0}

Schematic classification of statistical ensembles used for describing break-up of the 
nuclear system with mass number A0, charge Z0 and total energy E0 in a volume V.

ΣZ<NAZ>=Z0ΣZNAZ=Z0ΣZNAZ=Z0

ΣA<NAZ>=A0ΣANAZ=A0ΣANAZ=A0

MacrocanonicalCanonicalMicrocanonical
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Chimera, 35 MeV/N





SMM for ALADIN

A.S.Botvina et al.,
Nucl.Phys. A584(1995)737



SMM for ALADIN

A.S.Botvina et al.,
Nucl.Phys. A584(1995)737





Fermi-break-up for 
light nuclei







sequential evaporation of fragments

nuclear fission



P.Napolitani et al., Phys. Rev. C70 (2004) 054607;   Fe (1GeV/N) + H, Ti























Discussions at NUFRA2007

Galactic cosmic rays

Safety for humans, 

risk assessment for electronic devices 

in space missions



Crab nebula, after supernova explosion



Numerical simulations of supernova explosions 

H.-T. Janka, K. Kifonidis, M. Rampp 

Lect.Notes Phys.578:333-363,2001

t~230 ms

~70 km

~300km

~150km

Sketch of the post-collapse stellar core during 
the neutrino heating and shock revival phase

hot bubble



A.S.Botvina and I.N.Mishustin, Phys.Lett. B584, 233 (2004); 

Phys.Rev. C72, 048801 (2005)

Statistical ensemble 
with fixed T, ρ

B 
,Y

L(e)

calculations done in a box 
containing 1000 baryons

Statistical description of supernova matter

nuclear species (A,Z): µ
AZ

=Aµ+Zξ

baryon number conservation

ρ
B 

= Σ
AZ  

A ρ
AZ    

find µ

charge conservation – electric neutrality  

ρ = Σ
AZ

Z ρ
AZ    

find ξ
Q

lepton number conservation 

Y
L 

= ρ
e 
/ ρ

B
(free neutrinos)

Y
L

= ( ρ
e

+ ρ
ν

) / ρ
B  

(trapped ν)



Nuclear fragment free 

energies are as in SMM: 

with Coulomb screening:

Nuclear pressure:

Grand-Canonical approximation for stellar matter

for

electron pressure:

Including electrons and neutrinos:

- electro-neutrality

equilibrium with electrons 

and neutrinos (if trapped):

Neutrinos are treated as electrons but as massless particles with the spin factor twice smaller

Thermal photons included (black body radiation), e.g., pressure:



As=197, Zs=79

nuclear multifragmentation

3AMeV

5AMeV

8AMeV

γ=25MeV

γ=15MeV

Ye=0.2 ρ=0.1ρ
0

supernova explosions
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A, fragment mass number

T=4MeV

T=5MeV

T=6MeV

Energy evolution of mass distributions of fragments in 
multifragmentation reactions and in stellar mater

A.Botvina and I.Mishustin, PRC72(2005)048801

super-heavy nuclei

are possible



Similar conditions of nuclear matter are reached in multifragmentation 

reactions and during collapses and explosions of massive stars.

Broad variety of nuclei including exotic and neutron-rich are produced in 

stellar matter. Modification of the symmetry energy of nuclei in dense hot 

medium is important for rates of electro-weak reactions, and for 

nucleosynthesis of heavy elements. 

The statistical models successfully applied for nuclear multifragmentation 

can be generalized for astrophysical conditions. Nuclear parameters of the 

models, in particular, the symmetry energy, can be extracted from 

multifragmentation experiments.

Conclusions: multifragmentation for astrophysics



J.Iglio et al.  PRC74, 024605 (2006)




